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CIRCUMSCRIBING THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS: THE 
SECOND AMENDMENT, GUN VIOLENCE, AND GUN 
CONTROL IN CALIFORNIA AND MISSISSIPPI 
By Fahim A. Gulamali* 
ABSTRACT 
The United States occupies a unique position amongst countries around the 
world when it comes to gun rights. While the United States is one of three 
countries that provides its people the constitutional right to bear arms, it is 
the only country that has more guns per capita than residents. Further, 
because of the saturation of guns in the United States, the country 
significantly leads in the amount of gun-related homicides than any other 
developed nation. Nevertheless, state legislatures have circumscribed gun 
rights within the bounds of the Second Amendment to the United States 
Constitution to curb gun violence. This note weighs California and 
Mississippi’s gun control laws against rates of gun violence in the respective 
states. Using critical race theory, the paper concludes that while there is a 
direct correlation between stricter gun control laws and lower gun violence, 
gun violence disproportionately affects Black Americans. These findings are 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
“O. I had forgot, the right of the people to bear Arms.”1 
-James Madison 
March 1, 1792 marked a significant shift in the young United 
States of America after the states ratified the Constitution’s first ten 
amendments.2 The amendments were decided after “a fierce debate 
over government’s role and the rights of the people, one that unfolded 
since the start of the American Revolution.”3 The rights of the people 
were codified into the Bill of Rights, which includes the Second 
 
1 MARY ANNE FRANKS, THE CULT OF THE CONSTITUTION 62 (2019). 
2 MICHAEL WALDMAN, THE SECOND AMENDMENT: A BIOGRAPHY xi (2014). 
3 Id. 
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Amendment. It reads: “A well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, 
shall not be infringed.”4 While the Second Amendment appears short, 
it is far from simple to interpret. 
Nevertheless, states took on the task of interpreting the Second 
Amendment, advocating for either broad or limited protections for an 
individual’s right to bear arms. For example, Mississippi has the most 
relaxed gun safety laws in the country.5 In 2016, Mississippi passed a 
permitless carry law that allows people to carry concealed, loaded 
weapons without a gun permit.6 On the other hand, California is 
leading in the United States when it comes to strict gun safety 
legislation.7 In 2019 alone, California Governor Gavin Newsom signed 
15 gun safety bills in response to gun violence within the state.8 Given 
the stark contrast between California and Mississippi’s gun safety 
legislation, this note compares California and Mississippi’s gun safety 
laws to conclude that the stricter the gun safety law, the less overall 
gun violence the state experiences. It further examines the racist 
foundation of the Second Amendment, and how as a result, Black 
Americans face disproportionate instances of gun violence despite the 
strength of gun safety legislation. Part I traces the history of the Second 
Amendment; Part II examines the development of gun safety laws in 
California; Part III examines the development of gun safety laws in 
Mississippi; and Part IV provides an analysis based on the gun safety 
laws in the respective states. 
A. DRAFTING THE SECOND AMENDMENT 
For the first two hundred years of the United States’ history, 
judges concluded that “the amendment authorized states to form 
 
4 U.S. CONST. amend. II. 
5 State of Gun Violence: 50 State Factsheets, GIFFORDS L. CTR. TO PREVENT GUN 
VIOLENCE (Jan. 2019), https://giffords.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Giffords-
State-of-Gun-Violence-50-State-Factsheets.pdf. 
6 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at xi. 
7 Patrick McGreevy, After Mass Shootings, California Sets New Limits on Gun Buyers 
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militias,”9 known today as the National Guard.10 This interpretation, 
that the amendment sanctioned states’ rights to create militias, was 
rooted in the expectation that “ordinary citizens were expected to bear 
arms for the community.”11 The connection between ordinary citizens 
and militias is grounded in the definition of “militia,” which “were 
military forces drawn from the citizenry—largely the yeoman farmers 
who owned their own property and worked their own land.”12 While 
the custom of forming militias was adopted from the British, in 
“England, the most dependable people were culled into a select militia 
. . . [i]n the colonies, militia service was for . . . white men . . . .”13 Militia 
service and gun ownership was limited to white men because the 
Founders adopted England’s legislation prohibiting women, native 
people, and slaves from owning guns.14 The Founders enacted the 
militia system “as a way to ensure civic participation in the security of 
the United States and to prevent the need for a permanent standing 
army that would create the risk of military despotism.”15 By limiting 
civic participation to white men, the Founders sent a message to 
individuals that fell outside this group: that their voices did not matter 
in the public sphere. 
After the Second Amendment’s enactment, Congress passed 
the Uniform Militia Act of 1792.16 This Act required “‘each and every 
free able-bodied white male citizen between eighteen and forty-five to 
enroll in a state militia . . . [and] required them all to buy a gun.”17 
Nevertheless, the law was ignored and caused the militia system to 
falter.18 The militia system’s demise could be attributed to the 
 
9 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at xii. 
10 Id. 
11 Id. at 6. 
12 Id. 
13 Id. at 7. 
14 Nathan Wuertenberg, Gun Rights are About Keeping White Men on Top, WASH. 
POST (Mar. 9, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/made-by-history/wp/
2018/03/09/gun-rights-are-about-keeping-white-men-on-top/. 
15 Jennifer Tucker, How the NRA Hijacked History, WASH. POST (Sept. 9, 2019), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/09/09/why-accurate-history-must-
guide-coming-debate-about-guns-second-amendment/. 
16 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 65. 
17 Id. 
18 Id. at 66-7. 
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country’s rapidly changing landscape, growing “more dramatic and 
more rambunctiously individualist,”19 rendering the “duty-bound 
concept of militia service” obsolete.20 Although the militia system 
deteriorated, arms continued to play a part in everyday American life. 
B. GUN LAWS IN EARLY UNITED STATES HISTORY: PART I 
Gun violence erupted during President Jackson’s tenure.21 In 
this time, Americans “dueled, drank, brandished weapons, and took 
ready offense.”22 To respond to an increase in gun violence, states 
passed today’s iteration of gun safety legislation.23 For the first time in 
American history, gun owners argued that “‘the right to bear arms’ 
protected individual gun ownership.”24 States incorporated this 
perspective into their laws, writing that “[e]very citizen has a right to 
bear arms, in defence [sic] of himself and the State.”25 Nevertheless, 
courts maintained that “‘the right to keep and bear arms’ referred to 
militias, not an individual right.”26 Therefore during Andrew 
Jackson’s presidency two schools of thought on the right to bear arms 
emerged: a collectivist interpretation and an individualist one.27 For 
nearly two hundred years, however, the former interpretation of the 
right was prevalent; the highest court in Arkansas, for example, held 
that its version of the Second Amendment “was modeled on the 
English Bill of Rights and the Second Amendment,” and therefore 
“[t]he object . . . for which the right of keeping and bearing arms is 





22 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 66-7. 
23 Id. 
24 Id. 
25 Id. at 68 (emphasis in original). 
26 Id. 
27 Id. 
28 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 68 (quoting Aymette v. State, 21 Tenn. 154, 158 (Tenn. 
1840)). 
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C. GUN LAWS IN EARLY UNITED STATES HISTORY: PART II 
The next wave of gun control laws were in response to the 
post-Civil War, Reconstruction era. During Reconstruction, the 
Republican-led Congress reimagined the Constitution by passing new 
Civil Rights legislation and amendments to enforce newly created civil 
rights.29 Nevertheless, Southern Democrat whites, holding onto “the 
idea of racial domination,”30 could not grapple with the immediate 
aftermath of the Civil War, in particular with the reality of armed Black 
Southerners: 
Whole cities—Atlanta, Charleston, Richmond were destroyed. 
Farms lost their entire livestock, which were loaned out to war efforts. 
[White] Southerners suffered. And white ex-Confederates, humiliated 
by defeat and disgraced by poverty, were forced to live alongside their 
former slaves. Hundreds of thousands of African Americans had 
served in the Union Army, and many now returned home (often 
armed).31 
Southern whites responded to armed Black Southerners by 
passing “Black Codes,” which “disarmed African Americans but let 
whites retain their guns.”32 In other words, Southern whites sought to 
maintain the Founder’s vision for the Second Amendment—that only 
white men deserved the right to bear arms. In their eyes, it was 
impossible to envision a Second Amendment that included groups 
other than themselves—”[t]he spectacle of black soldiers with guns 
and the authority of uniforms grated hard on defeated 
Confederates.”33 As a result, Southern Blacks passed gun control laws 
to maintain the pre-Reconstruction status quo—gun laws were 
“perpetrated by local police, white state militias, and Klan-type 
organizations that rose during Reconstruction to wage war of 
 
29 Michael Weaver, “Let Our Ballots Secure What Our Ballots Have Won:” Unions 
Veterans and Voting for Radical Reconstruction and Black Suffrage (2018) 
(unpublished thesis, University of British Columbia). 
30 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 72. 
31 Id. 
32 Id. 
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Southern ‘redemptions.’”34 Mississippi and South Carolina, especially, 
were accused of “trying to restore slavery . . . [and a] special 
congressional committee investigated whether . . . Reconstruction 
should be allowed to continue” if the laws were going to continue 
marginalizing Black Americans.35 The federal government responded 
to the inequitable treatment of Black Americans by passing the 
Fourteenth Amendment, which provided “a broad foundation for the 
protection of a range of liberties essential to the rise of the freedmen, 
including the right to keep and bear arms.”36 In addition to the 
Fourteenth Amendment, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 
1866, arguing that “the right to keep and bear arms by the newly freed 
slaves was of vital importance, since . . . [n]early all of the 
dissatisfaction that now exists among the freedmen is caused by the 
abusive conduct of this militia,’ meaning the white state militia.”37 
Nearly a decade after the Civil Rights Act of 1866 and the 
Fourteenth Amendment were passed, the South saw racist backlash. 
In 1872, Louisiana witnessed a contentious governor race.38 The 
election resulted with “Republicans and Democrats each [swearing] in 
a governor.”39 Nevertheless, a federal court determined that the 
Republican governor was the actual victor.40 To honor and defend the 
election results, “[t]he black militia took over the local courthouse and 
installed Republican officeholders.”41 Nevertheless, Democrats 
refused to accept Republican victory, and subsequently called the 
paramilitary “White League” to respond.42 The White League 
massacred one hundred freedmen on Easter Sunday, murdering 
surrendered victims “two by two.”43 The white defendants were 
 
34 Id. 
35 Southern Black Codes, Constitutional Rights Foundation, https://www.crf-usa.org/
brown-v-board-50th-anniversary/southern-black-codes.html. 
36 Johnson, supra note 33. 
37 Stefan B. Tahmassebi, Gun Control and Racism, 2 Geo. Mason U. C.R. L. J. 67, 72 
(1991). 
38 Henry Louis Gates Jr., What was the Colfax Massacre?, THE ROOT (July 29, 2013), 
https://www.theroot.com/what-was-the-colfax-massacre-1790897517. 
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charged with “violating the civil rights of the freedmen, including the 
right to bear arms.”44 After only three of the defendants were 
convicted, they appealed.45 
In what is seen as “an ugly episode in a morally debased 
time,”46 the Supreme Court, in United States v. Cruikshank, held that 
“[t]he Second Amendment declares that it shall not be infringed, but 
this, as has been seen, means no more than that it shall not be infringed 
by Congress.”47 In other words, states were “free to do as they 
wished,”48 because according to the opinion, the Second Amendment 
only applied to Congress.49 Cruikshank resulted in abolishing 
Congress’s ability to enforce Civil Rights legislation that it had passed 
only a decade before, giving States the ability to limit Reconstruction’s 
reach.50 Southern white men succeeded in maintaining and limiting 
the Second Amendment to themselves, leaving other groups out. 
D. MODERN GUN LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES: PART I 
At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States saw a 
new iteration of gun laws due to American westward expansion and 
the industrial revolution.51 The new gun laws were a result of the 
United States encroaching on the lands of already displaced 
Indigenous peoples in the west.52 As they moved west, Americans 
“had guns to protect themselves, to kill for food, to hunt (and on 
occasion to rob each other).”53 Additionally, the industrial revolution 
 
44 Id. 
45 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 76. 
46 Id. at 77. 
47 Id. (quoting United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 553 (1876)). 
48 Id. 
49 Id. 
50 Jeffrey Rosen, The Fourth Battle for the Constitution, THE ATLANTIC (Sept. 25, 
2019), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/09/constitutions-future-
hanging-balance/598636/; See Stephen Gottlieb, Blame the Supreme Court for 
America’s Sharp Political Divide, THE HILL (Aug. 24, 2017), https://thehill.com/
blogs/pundits-blog/the-judiciary/347771-blame-the-supreme-court-for-our-nations-
sharp-political. 
51 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 78. 
52 Id. 
53 Id. 
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increased the population in eastern cities,54 and therefore, “[t]he 
crowded cities of the East were less hospitable for an armed 
population.”55 Crowded cities meant an increase in conflicts amongst 
different classes.56 States responded by passing gun safety measures, 
similar to today’s gun safety laws.57 In New York, for example, the 
State Senate passed a gun safety law, requiring gun owners to obtain 
a license, approved by a sheriff or police.58 Further, the law 
criminalized carrying concealed weapons outside the home.59 West 
Virginia, New Jersey, Michigan, Indiana, Oregon, California, New 
Hampshire, North Dakota, and Connecticut followed in New York’s 
footsteps by passing similar gun safety legislation.60 
E. MODERN GUN LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES: PART II 
As the Great Depression grasped the nation after the industrial 
revolution, Americans turned to the federal government for remedies 
to social and economic problems.61 The result was President 
Roosevelt’s New Deal, which created national laws that shaped 
American life more than it had ever before.62 Under the New Deal, the 
American government shifted to current form, with “the alphabet 
soup” of federal agencies expanding the government’s ability to 
directly affect American households.63 One product of New Deal 
legislation was the National Firearms Act of 1934, imposing taxes on 
weapons that were predominantly used by gangs. 64 For example, the 
law required machine guns and sawed off shot guns to be registered.65 





57 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 79. 
58 Id. 
59 Id. 
60 Id. at 80. 
61 Id. 
62 Id. at 81. 
63 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 81. 
64 Id. 
65 Id. 
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66 The Roosevelt Administration passed another law in 1938, that 
“banned interstate trafficking in guns without a license.”67 The laws 
were passed in response to an attempt on then President-elect 
Roosevelt’s life and mass shootings fueled by Tommy guns, which 
could fire 600 rounds of bullets per minute.68 
Notably, the National Rifle Association (NRA) gave its 
qualified support to the new gun laws.69 “I do not believe in the 
general promiscuous toting of guns . . . ,” testified then-NRA president 
Karl Frederick.”70 On the other hand, Frederick opined that “the useful 
results that can be accomplished by firearms legislation are extremely 
limited,” disagreeing with the gun law to the extent that it taxed pistols 
and revolvers.71 Nevertheless, when it came to laws that limited 
machine guns and sawed-off shotguns, the NRA provided its full 
support.72 
In 1939, however, two individuals—Jack Miller and Frank 
Layton—charged with violating the National Firearms Act, challenged 
the legislation’s constitutionality under the Second Amendment.73 
Miller and Layton argued that the Act directly conflicted with the 
Second Amendment, and was thus unconstitutional.74 The Supreme 
Court, in United States v. Miller, began its opinion with a historical 
analysis “trac[ing] the history of the militia, and the centrality of the 
debate over the perils of a standing army to the purpose of the Second 
Amendment.”75 After its analysis, the Court concluded that the 
purpose of the Second Amendment was to ensure “the continuation 
and render possible the effectiveness of such forces . . . .”76 Specifically, 
 
66 Id. 
67 Id. at 82. 
68 Ronald G. Shafer, They Were Killers with Submachine Guns. Then the President 
Went After Their Weapons, WASH. POST (Aug. 9, 2019), https://www.
washingtonpost.com/history/2019/08/09/they-were-killers-with-machine-guns-then-
president-went-after-their-weapons/. 
69 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 82. 
70 Shafer, supra note 68. 
71 Id. 
72 Id. 
73 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 82. 
74 United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174, 176 (1939). 
75 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 83. 
76 Miller, 307 U.S. at 179. 
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the forces that the Miller Court explained referred to the Militia, 
“which the States were expected to maintain and train,” in contrast to 
the “[t]roops which [the States] were forbidden to keep without the 
consent of Congress.”77 The Miller court reinforced the notion that the 
Second Amendment was limited to laws that encroached a state’s 
power over its militias.78 The Court framed the Second Amendment as 
a collective right, which “asserts that citizens do not have an individual 
right to possess guns and that local, state, and federal legislative bodies 
therefore possess the authority to regulate firearms without 
implicating a constitutional right.”79 
F. CIVIL RIGHTS AND GUN VIOLENCE 
“The thought of a Black male with a weapon scares 
America.”80 
The 1950s and 1960s were another significant time for gun-
related legislation. During this time, white supremacists increased 
their efforts to stop Black Americans from acquiring social and 
political change.81 To protect themselves, Black Americans “organized 
for armed self-defense on an unprecedented level to confront racist 
violence”82 due to the federal government’s “reluctance to provide 
protection against the Ku Klux Klan and other white terrorists.”83 
Along with the need for self-defense, Black Americans also advocated 
for arms “as a part of its multi-layered ideology of black liberation, 
which revolved around black pride, black nationalism, Pan-
 
77 Id. at 178-79. 
78 David Yassky, The Second Amendment: Structure, History, and Constitutional 
Change, 99 MICH. L. REV. 588, 589 (2000). 
79 Second Amendment, Cornell Law Sch. Legal Info. Inst., https://www.law.cornell.
edu/wex/second_amendment. 
80 Simon Wendt & Rebecca Rössling, The thought of a black male with a weapon 
scares America: African Americans, the Second Amendment, and the racial politics of 
armed self-defense in the civil rights era and beyond, in THE SECOND AMENDMENT 
AND GUN CONTROL: FREEDOM, FEAR, AND THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION 65, 65 
(2018) (quoting John Eligon & Frances Robles, Police Shootings Highlight Unease 
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Africanism, radical internationalism, and black political power.84 
Black Power organizations used arms as a symbol for resistance 
against police brutality and as a recruiting tool.85 
The growing racial tensions between white and Black 
Americans resulted in hundreds of race riots between 1964 and 1968.86 
While “the type of revolutionary violence that many Black Power 
activists envisioned was rare,”87 armed governmental entities, such as 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, provoked Black Americans under 
the guise of eliminating “what they deemed a threat to national 
security.”88 In response to escalating racial tensions, white pundits and 
politicians wanted to limit Black Americans’ right to bear arms.89 
Advocates of gun rights for Black Americans immediately rejected 
such debate by arguing that gun control was only meant to take arms 
away from Black Americans to prevent them from defending 
themselves against racial attacks.90 
In addition to gun violence as a result of racial tensions in the 
United States, the nation experienced the high-profile assassinations of 
prominent leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert F. 
Kennedy.91 Gun violence during the Civil Rights Era thus sparked 
discussion on stricter gun control.92 The Gun Control Act of 1968 was 
proposed and passed, which “established a federal licensing system 
for gun dealers and banned the importation of military-style 
weapons.”93 Further, the legislation prohibited felons, fugitives, and 
dishonorably charged military members from owning or purchasing 
guns.94 
The next two decades saw a tightening of gun laws. In 1981, 
President Ronald Reagan’s press secretary, James Brady, was shot in 
 
84 Id. at 71. 
85 Id. at 72. 
86 Wendt & Rössling, supra note 80, at 73. 
87 Id. 
88 Id. 
89 Id. at 75. 
90 Id. 
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an attempted assassination of the President.95 After his miraculous 
recovery, Brady became a leader and advocate of gun safety 
legislation.96 In 1987, he introduced the bill into Congress, that 
President Clinton signed as the Brady Bill.97 The Brady Bill required 
potential gun owners to participate in a background check and waiting 
period before permitting them to purchase guns.98 The following year, 
President Clinton proceeded to ban assault weapons.99 Significantly, 
only the legislative and executive branches grappled with gun laws, 
leaving the courts out of the conversation.100 
G. SECOND AMENDMENT REVISIONISM 
For nearly two centuries, the Supreme Court dismissed 
challenges to gun safety legislation, strictly reading the Second 
Amendment to apply only to laws that impeded state militias’ right to 
bear arms.101 Most recently, the Supreme Court maintained this 
interpretation in United States v. Miller.102 A new understanding of the 
Second Amendment was introduced in the 1980s, however, known as 
Second Amendment revisionism.103 Revisionists brushed aside the 
Miller court’s “judicial orthodoxy,”104 and instead argued that the 
Amendment protects the individual’s right to bear arms.105 
Revisionists argue that the Second Amendment “limits legislators’ 
ability to regulate guns to a much greater extent than judges and 
scholars theretofore had acknowledged.”106 While Revisionists claim 
that their ideas are rooted in the history of the Second Amendment, 
they actually rely on “the insurrectionary ideas of Daniel Shays and 
 




98 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 84. 
99 Id. 
100 Id. 
101 Yassky, supra note 78, at 589. 
102 Id. 
103 Id. 
104 Id. at 590. 
105 Id. (quoting United States v. Emerson, 46 F. Supp. 598, 600 (N.D. Tex. 1999)). 
106 Id. at 591. 
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those who rose up against the government in Massachusetts in 1786 
and 1787.”107 
Shays’ Rebellion was a “protest of 4,000 outraged citizens . . . 
against high taxes, foreclosures, and bankruptcy proceedings.”108 
Significantly, the protestors were unarmed, but marched “toward the 
armory in Springfield—to get guns—when the state militia subdued 
the rebellion.”109 Even more significantly, the foundation for Second 
Amendment revisionism was primarily laid by the leading gun rights 
group in the United States today: the NRA. 
H. SECOND AMENDMENT REVISIONIST ADVOCACY: THE NRA 
The NRA was founded in 1871 by Colonel William C. Church 
and General George Wingate to “promote and encourage rifle 
shooting on a scientific basis.”110 Col. Church and Gen. Wingate 
established this mission because of their concern of the “lack of 
marksmanship shown by their troops.”111 For nearly a century, the 
NRA focused their efforts on this mission. 
In 1975, however, the NRA established its political and 
advocacy arm, naming it the NRA Institute for Legislative Action.112 
Establishing the political and advocacy arm was the first step in laying 
the foundation for what the NRA is known for today; the second step 
was the NRA’s 1977 annual meeting, referred to today as the “Revolt 
at Cincinnati.”113 The year before, the NRA moved its headquarters to 
Colorado Spring, Colorado, “signaling a retreat from politics.”114 As a 
result of moving away from politics, angry gun owners came to the 
 
107 Saul Cornell, Gun-Rights Activists Should Fear History of the Second Amendment, 
THE DAILY BEAST, Dec. 18, 2012, https://www.thedailybeast.com/gun-rights-
advocates-should-fear-history-of-second-amendment. 
108 Ed Asner, Sorry, NRA: The U.S. Was Actually Founded on Gun Control, SALON 
(Dec. 16, 2017), https://www.salon.com/2017/12/16/sorry-nra-the-u-s-was-actually-
founded-on-gun-control/. 
109 Id. 




113 WALDMAN, supra note 2, at 90. 
114 Id. 
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1977 annual meeting and replaced the organization’s leadership.115 
The meeting created a window of opportunity for groups such as the 
Second Amendment Foundation and the Citizens Committee for the 
Right to Keep and Bear Arms to take control of the NRA.116 This was 
the first time in the NRA’s history that it “embraced the idea that the 
sacred Second Amendment—not just the interests of hunters or even 
homeowners—was at the heart of its concerns.”117 Even further, the 
NRA embraced rightwing extremist ideology, which was “devoted to 
‘Second Amendment absolutism,’ and ‘interpreted the Constitution as 
an unfettered right to gun ownership.’”118 To protect their absolutist 
ideology, the NRA grew more political.119 A major turning point for 
the organization was endorsing a presidential nominee—Ronald 
Reagan.120 Notably, after the endorsement, Reagan supported the 
NRA’s commitment to unfettered gun ownership during his 
presidency. This commitment stood in direct contrast with his time as 
California’s governor, when he passed one of the strictest gun safety 
laws at the time.121 
By the 1980s, the NRA and other gun rights groups began 
publishing studies in legal journals, arguing that “the original 
language of the Second Amendment was intended to protect hunters 
and sports shooters against any restrictions on their use of firearms.”122 
Through its magazines, scholarship, films, and museums, the NRA 
“convinced many people—including law professors and judges—that 
the individualist interpretation was the ‘standard model’ of American 
gun history.”123 Their advocacy eventually influenced the Supreme 
Court — for example, in Printz v. United States, Justice Thomas 
proposed that the Second Amendment created a “personal right to 
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i. MODERN GUN LAWS: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA V. HELLER 
The revisionist interpretation of the Second Amendment was 
adopted in District of Columbia v. Heller, in which Justice Scalia, writing 
for the majority, grappled with whether the Second Amendment 
“protects an individual right to keep and bear arms for the purpose of 
self-defense.”125 To distinguish the seemingly contrasting Miller 
opinion, the majority stated that because Miller “simply limit[ed] 
Second Amendment protections to certain types of weapons,”126 that 
it was not helpful to “definitively answer[] the questions presented in 
Heller.”127 
The majority, written by Justice Scalia, revisited historical 
sources, from “England, the Founding Era, post-ratification, pre-civil 
war, and state analogues”128 to ultimately conclude that the Second 
Amendment imparted individuals the right to carry weapons for self-
defense.129 Opponents to his opinion argued that Justice Scalia’s 
interpretation “wiped out the Court’s prior Second Amendment 
decisions.”130 
In his Heller dissent, Justice Stevens conducted a similar 
historical analysis to conclude that “the protection granted by the 
Amendment was ‘the right to keep and bear arms for certain military 
purposes, but that it does not curtail the Legislature’s power to 
regulate the nonmilitary use and ownership of weapons.’”131 Further, 
Justice Stevens disagreed with the majority’s interpretation of Miller, 
stating that Miller did indeed conduct a historical analysis of the 
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Second Amendment, and that the Heller majority dismissed the Miller 
Court’s analysis because it “simply does not approve of the conclusion 
the Miller Court reached.”132 
While Justice Scalia relied on the history of the Second 
Amendment to discern the Second Amendment’s original meaning, 
when it came to D.C.’s ban on handguns, Justice Scalia specifically 
made “no reference to or citation to history, instead [supporting] his 
argument with justifications for why many might choose a handgun 
for defense in the home.”133 He used these arguments to bolster his 
conclusion that D.C.’s handgun ban was unconstitutional.134 Justice 
Breyer responded to Justice Scalia’s argument by “analogiz[ing] 
historical laws that restrict the use of firearms to determine not simply 
what the Amendment protects, but what the Amendment allows in 
terms of restricting the right,”135 and concluded that “even if there is 
an individual right [to gun ownership], that does not necessarily 
prevent the regulation in question from being upheld.”136 
While Heller expanded the Second Amendment’s reach, it was 
not a complete victory for gun rights’ advocates.137 Justice Scalia 
highlighted that the bounds of the Second Amendment are not 
unlimited. 138 Again, without referencing historical text or data,139 
Justice Scalia outlined that “traditional limitations on Second 
Amendment rights included ‘laws forbidding the carrying of firearms 
by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of 
firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, 
or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale 
of arms.”140 
In 2010, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to hear 
McDonald v. City of Chicago, a case that challenged a Chicago handgun 
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ban, similar to the ban outlined in Heller.141 The Supreme Court held 
in McDonald that the Second Amendment “applies to state and local 
governments in addition to the federal government.”142 While the 
McDonald decision expanded Heller to include state and local 
governments,143 notably, the McDonald court emphasized that Heller, 
“while striking down a law that prohibited the possession of handguns 
in the home, recognized that the right to keep and bear arms is not a 
‘right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner 
whatsoever and for whatever purpose.’”144 
II. CALIFORNIA 
A. HISTORY OF GUN CONTROL IN CALIFORNIA 
The mid-1960s saw a culmination of tension between racial 
minority communities and the police.145 Thus, after President Johnson 
prevailed in the 1964 Presidential Election, he created the “President’s 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice” in 
July 1965 to signal to the American public that it could rely on the 
federal government to solve the rise in crime and violence.146 The 
Commission drafted a report in 1967, concluding that “to achieve more 
effective and fairer law enforcement, especially with the poor, 
minority groups and juveniles, there had to be a radical revision of 
police personnel practice.”147 
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In the meantime, however, tensions between the Black 
community and law enforcement escalated. Just days after the 
Commission was created, on August 11, 1965, Los Angeles 
experienced the beginning of weeks of “a revolt, a rebellion, an 
uprising—a violent but justified leap into a future of black self-
empowerment.”148 The rebellion, coined as Watts Rebellion, was 
sparked when Marquette Frye, a driver that lived in the 
predominantly black Watts neighborhood, was arrested for driving 
under the influence.149 Upon his arrest, Frye’s mother stepped in to 
intervene, which caused a crowd to gather, and subsequently, “the 
arrest became a flashpoint for anger against the police.”150 
Nevertheless, the root causes of the rebellion were growing tensions in 
the Black community against policies perpetuating, amongst other 
issues, racial discrimination.151 
Further, in November 1964, California had passed Proposition 
14, “overturn[ing] the Rumford Fair Housing Act, which established 
equality of opportunity for black home buyers.”152 Over the course of 
six days, protestors “overturned and burned automobiles and looted 
and damaged grocery stores, liquor stores, department stores and 
pawnshops,”153 and “over 14,000 California National Guard troops 
were mobilized in South Los Angeles and a curfew zone encompassing 
over forty-five miles was established in an attempt to restore public 
order.”154 Official investigations, prompted by Governor Pat Brown, 
revealed that the rebellion was in fact a result of Watts residents’ 
justified frustration with “high unemployment rates, substandard 
housing, and inadequate schools.”155 Nevertheless, public officials 
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failed “to implement measures to improve the social and economic 
conditions of African Americans living in the Watts neighborhood.”156 
California saw the rise of a new form of civil rights after the 
Watts Rebellion. When public officials failed to address these social 
and economic concerns, “local activism blossomed in Watts, including 
reformed street gang members who joined the Black Panther Party to 
rebuild and monitor police excesses.”157 Black activists called attention 
to “police violence and the suffocating conditions of West Coast cities,” 
158 recognizing that “the tactics of nonviolent passive resistance”159 
rooted in the southern civil rights movement were not working in 
California, and the “radicalization of the southern civil rights 
movement provided a new language and conception for black struggle 
across the country,”160 and in California. This new language, framed 
as a movement for “black power,”161 sparked the formation of the 
Black Panther Party for Self Defense (“Black Panther Party”), based in 
Oakland, CA.162 The Black Panther Party was an opportunity for 
activists in California to organize for “self-defense and community 
service”163 and spread all across California, including “the Black 
Panther Party of Northern California [and] the Black Panther Political 
Party of Watts.”164 
For the Black Panther party, self-defense and community 
service went hand-in-hand. For example, Huey P. Newton, one of the 
founders of the Black Panther party, “searched for a medium ‘to 
capture the imagination’ of Oakland’s black community.”165 In doing 
so, he turned to the California penal code, and “soon discovered an old 
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statute that legalized carrying unconcealed weapons.”166 His 
discovery led to the creation of the “Black Panther Party and 
Program,”167 which was loosely based on the Ten Point Program 
outlined by the Nation of Islam.168 The Black Panther Party and 
Program insisted on “the right to bear arms.”169 
Aiming to respond to racial injustice, the Black Panther Party 
fueled efforts to responsibly arm the Black community.170 First, the 
Black Panther Party collected arms, including “machine guns, rifles, 
and handguns.”171 As new members joined the Party, they were 
required “to learn how to wield, clean and shoot guns, in addition to 
understanding their right to carry firearms and how to communicate 
that to police in California.”172 Soon enough, Black Panther Party 
members began efforts to address racial injustice within their legal 
right to bear arms, “follow[ing] police cars and dispens[ing] legal 
advice to African-Americans who were stopped by the police while 
legally carrying their weapons.”173 
The Black Panther Party’s insistence on self-defense 
culminated in a protest on May 2, 1967, when the Black Panther Party 
walked onto the California Capitol loaded with arms.174 To 
“underscore their political statements about the subjugation of African 
Americans,”175 thirty Black Panther Party members carried out the 
protest with “.357 Magnums, 12-guage shotguns and .45-calibor 
pistols,”176 declaring that Americans, especially Black Americans: 
[T]ake careful note of the racist California legislature aimed at 
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begged, prayed, petitioned, demonstrated, and everything else to get 
the racist power structure of America to right the wrongs which have 
historically been perpetuated against [B]lack people. The time has 
come for [B]lack people to arm themselves against this terror before it 
is too late.177 
At the time, California had “few restrictions on carrying 
loaded weapons in public.”178 It was after this protest that California 
State Assembly member Don Mulford proposed legislation “to ban the 
‘open carry’ of loaded firearms within California cities and towns.”179 
The proposed legislation was endorsed by the NRA, who “felt 
especially threatened by the Black Panthers.”180 The legislation, known 
as the Mulford Act, was eventually signed into law by then-Governor 
Ronald Reagan.181 
B. MODERN GUN LAWS IN CALIFORNIA 
California has passed over 100 laws that delineate time, place, 
and manner restrictions on wielding guns, including “regulations on 
dealers and buyers, background check requirements, and possession 
bans directed at certain ‘high risk’ individuals.”182 In 2019 alone, the 
California Legislature considered close to twenty-four gun-related 
bills, passing some into law.183 
Although the state has the strongest gun safety laws in the 
nation, “over 3,000 Californians are killed by a gun each year.”184 
Notably, gun violence disproportionately impacts urban communities 
of color. Even more significantly, while “[b]lack men make up less than 
4% of California’s population . . . , [they] account for nearly 31% of the 
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state’s gun homicide victims.”185 Further, black men between eighteen 
and twenty-four “are more than 18 times more likely than white men 
the same age to be murdered with a gun.”186 
Nevertheless, Californian gun owners and advocates have 
found ways around restrictive gun laws.187 For example, after 
California redefined its ban on assault weapons “to include any 
modern semi-automatic rifle with a detachable magazine,”188 amongst 
other features such as a “protruding pistol grip or an adjustable 
stock,”189 gun owners came up with a workaround to yield similar 
guns that fell outside the assault weapon ban.190 Gun owners installed 
“a small lock on the magazine that [could] easily be opened with a 
small tool . . . [so] [l]egally speaking, that tiny bit of hardware would 
transform the contraband assault weapon with a detachable magazine 
into a perfectly legal rifle with an ever-so-slightly-less detachable 
magazine.”191 With more innovation has come stricter gun control 
legislation.192 Individuals who have found ways to carry innovative 
guns have perpetuated gun violence, such as a shooting that killed five 
people at a California elementary school.193 These incidents have 
caused lawmakers to worry about “the spread of unidentifiable ‘ghost 
guns.’”194 Advocates for gun safety have called on the California 
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III. MISSISSIPPI 
A. HISTORY OF GUN CONTROL IN MISSISSIPPI 
Like California, early gun control in Mississippi was a product 
of keeping guns away from Black Americans. After the Civil War, the 
American South entrenched itself in new methods to keep white and 
Black Americans segregated.196 Mississippi enacted similar Black 
Codes to other Southern States.197 Southern white Americans were 
apprehensive of newly free Black men and “[a]ll these economic 
worries, prejudices and fears, helped produce the first Black Codes of 
1865.”198 The Second Amendment had protected white men from the 
government’s ability to take arms away from them—their right to bear 
arms was directly tied to their right to civic participation. Therefore, 
white men passed Black Codes to maintain their ability to bear arms, 
while depriving newly freed Black Americans from doing so as well. 
While the federal government responded to these laws by passing the 
Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil Rights Act of 1866, Mississippi 
was among states in the deep South that “[c]ontinued to enforce the 
pre-emancipation statutes forbidding blacks to possess arms, in 
violation of the [F]ourteenth [A]mendment” and the Civil Rights Act 
of 1866.199 Then-Senator Henry Wilson reported that “[i]n Mississippi 
. . . rebel State forces, men who were in rebel armies, are traversing the 
State, visiting freedmen, disarming them, [and] perpetrating murders 
and outrages upon them . . . .”200 
Additionally, the Mississippi legislature enacted laws that 
served as an “indication that the former slaves had not yet joined the 
ranks of free citizens,” by passing, for example, “legislation 
prohibiting blacks from carrying firearms without licenses, a 
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requirement to which whites were not subjected.”201 Further, 
Mississippi passed legislation that required “retailers [to] report to 
local authorities whenever blacks purchased firearms or 
ammunition,”202 which a sheriff would confiscate and destroy, or 
alternatively, turn over the arms to the local Klan or a white militia.203 
Further, although Congress attempted to protect black Americans 
against state legislation that limited their rights, the Supreme Court 
“moved to maintain much of the structure of prewar federalism.”204 
Through the Slaughterhouse cases, for example, the Court “showed a 
strong concern for maintaining state prerogative and a disinclination 
to carry out the intent of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment to 
make states respect national rights.”205 
Despite efforts to suppress their right to bear arms, black 
Mississippians exercised the right to bear arms in an effort to fend off 
white supremacy.206 For example, black gunowners followed civil 
rights workers around to keep the workers safe.207 These efforts 
“provided a deterrent to white terroristic activity” targeting Blacks.208 
Black Americans relied on the Second Amendment because it 
“provided a practical reason for a right to bear arms: In a world in 
which the legal system was not to be trusted, perhaps the ability of the 
system’s victims to resist might convince the system to restrain 
itself.”209 
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B. MODERN GUN LAWS IN MISSISSIPPI 
Unlike California, which is known for the strictest gun safety 
laws, Mississippi has the weakest gun safety laws in the nation.210 
Mississippi does not: 
[r]equire a background check prior to the transfer of a firearm 
between private parties; [p]rohibit the transfer or possession of assault 
weapons, 50 caliber rifles, or large capacity ammunition magazines; 
[l]icense or significantly regulate firearms dealers; [l]imit the number 
of firearms that may be purchased at one time; [r]egulate unsafe 
handguns; [a]fford local law enforcement discretion in issuing 
concealed carry licenses; [r]equire the licensing of gun owners; or 
[i]mpose registration requirements on firearms.211 
Mississippi’s relaxed gun laws have had a direct impact on the 
state’s gun death rate—in 2017, for example, Mississippi had “the fifth 
highest gun death rate among the states.”212 
While California and Mississippi differ in how broad their gun 
safety laws are, gun violence impacts urban communities of color in 
the same way.213 Like in California, “[g]un violence has a 
disproportionate impact on urban communities of color”214 in 
Mississippi. Further, while “[b]lack men make up less than 18% of 
Mississippi’s population . . . , [they] account for nearly 66% of the 
state’s homicide victims.” Finally, black men in Mississippi ages 
eighteen to twenty-four “are nearly 13 times more likely than white 
men the same age to be murdered with a gun.”215 
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IV. ANALYSIS 
A. GUN VIOLENCE & GUN SAFETY LAWS 
Multiple factors beyond gun safety laws can contribute to the 
reduction of gun violence in the United States.216 While weak gun laws 
facilitate gun ownership, social and economic issues escalate the 
degree of gun violence a community faces.217 For example, the amount 
of gun ownership, poverty, unemployment, lack of educational 
opportunities, and tension between the police and its community 
exacerbate the level of gun violence in a community.218 Nevertheless, 
“there is a robust and growing body of research that demonstrates an 
undeniable correlation between certain strong gun laws and lower 
rates of gun violence.”219 Overall, California experiences fewer gun-
related deaths than Mississippi. The Giffords Law Center to Prevent 
Gun Violence grades each state on the strength of their gun laws and 
has found that the stronger the gun laws, the lower the gun death rate 
in the respective state.220 Further, gun safety law advocates point to 
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California as a gun safety legislation template for other states to 
follow.221 
B. RACE & GUN VIOLENCE 
Gun violence disproportionately affects communities of 
color—specifically Black Americans. In 2016 alone, 14,415 individuals 
lost their lives due to gun homicides and Black Americans accounted 
for 58.5 percent of these deaths, even though they make up only 13 
percent of the population.222 Further, while evidence does show that 
stronger gun safety laws reduce the amount of gun violence in a 
state,223 it is noteworthy that gun safety laws do not equitably protect 
individuals across race—specifically Black Americans. California may 
have the strictest gun safety laws in the United States, but Black men 
ages eighteen to twenty-four in California are still “more than 18 times 
more likely than white men the same age to be murdered with a 
gun.”224 On the other hand, Black men ages eighteen to twenty-four in 
Mississippi, which has the most relaxed gun safety laws in the United 
States, “are nearly 13 times more likely than white men the same age 
to be murdered with a gun.”225 Given California’s strict gun safety 
laws and Mississippi’s relaxed laws, it may come as a surprise that 
Black men ages eighteen to twenty-four are 5 times more likely to be 
murdered with a gun in California than Mississippi. Superficially, 
individuals may argue that the reason there is a disparity is because 
gun safety laws are not effective. In the context of the Second 
Amendment’s racialized history, however, it becomes apparent why 
Black Americans experience more gun violence than their white 
counterparts. 
The Second Amendment was drafted with the intention of 
protecting only white gun owners, specifically white men. This 
intention was made clear after the Civil War, when gun control laws 
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were created “to ensure that blacks would be defenseless, that they 
would remain subordinated, still effectively held in bondage.”226 
Original gun control laws were created to maintain the status quo—to 
leave gun ownership to white men. Further, hate groups, such as the 
Ku Klux Klan, organized to ensure that early gun control laws kept 
Black Americans powerless because they knew that “the black letter of 
the law is one thing and de facto power relations are quite another.”227 
Creating a sense of fear that black citizens needed to be disarmed is 
what made these gun control laws effective. While advocates for 
stricter gun safety laws are not attempting to disarm black citizens 
today, gun safety measures are not protecting Black Americans from 
gun violence. 
Scholars have used critical race theory in order to understand 
why gun violence disproportionately affects Black men.228 Under 
critical race theory, “researchers try to understand how victims of 
systemic racism are affected by cultural perceptions of race.”229 
Researchers then leverage their understanding of systemic racism to 
determine effective strategies to counter racial prejudice.230 
Applying critical race theory to the gun violence epidemic 
reveals the effects of gun violence on racial minorities—specifically, 
the Black community.231 It reveals that Black Americans are not being 
considered when gun safety laws are drafted.232 For example, while 
young Black men are particularly vulnerable to firearm homicides, a 
lack of state support services, discriminatory policing practices, easy 
access to firearms, drug crimes and gang violence are not being 
addressed to the degree required to curb gun violence in communities 
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of color.233 Further, the media rarely covers stories addressing these 
issues, even though Black Americans are victims of gun violence more 
often than any other racial community in the United States.234 The 
impact of these stories not being covered is that while Black Americans 
face the most gun violence in the United States, they alone are 
responsible to redress their plight.235 Black Americans are being 
othered because they are not considered in the gun safety discussion. 
The impact of othering Black people when pushing gun safety 
legislation is that while gun safety laws address some issues facing the 
American public, they don’t address issues directly impacting gun 
violence in Black communities. For instance, California’s gun safety 
laws passed in 2019 increased gun purchasing processing fees, 
expanded “red flag” and gun storage laws, placed a cap on the number 
of guns an individual may purchase, and raised the legal age to 
purchase guns.236 These laws, however, fail to address institutional 
racism and its impact across multiple generations.237 For example, 
while “red flag” laws allow police to temporarily confiscate firearms 
from individuals who may be a danger to themselves or others around 
them,238 these laws neglect to address the lack of trust between law 
enforcement and Black Americans.239 They also fail to address a 
history of excessive police brutality and racial profiling.240 Based on a 
present lack of trust towards police officers and a history of systemic 
racism, “red flag” laws, as they currently stand, would not help curb 
gun violence in Black communities. 
Relaxed gun safety laws also disparately affect Black 
Americans. United States history reveals that the country has always 
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been apprehensive of Black gun ownership.241 As a result, Black gun 
owners are not able to exercise their gun rights in the same way that 
their white counterparts can. For example, while open carry laws are 
meant to protect all Americans, white gun owners “can walk into 
Walmart or they can go buy coffee or go to Starbucks, but when black 
open carry advocates walk into Walmart, they get tackled or arrested 
or shot.”242 The disparate treatment of white gun advocates and Black 
gun advocates is rooted in the civil-rights era of the 1950s and 1960s, 
when “exaggerated representation of black men with guns mobilized 
significant response in mainstream white America.”243 
C. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
Gun lobbies have preyed on the fear of American gun owners, 
arguing that “the only answer to bad gun violence is good gun 
violence.”244 Gun lobbyists leverage rampage-killings, like the 2019 
White Settlement Church shooting incidents, where an attacker was 
shot and killed by an armed security guard, to advocate for broad 
Second Amendment protections by emphasizing that “good guys with 
guns” are what stop gun violence.245 What gun lobbyists neglect to 
emphasize, however, are statistics. For example, according to the 
Violence Policy Center, “for every justifiable homicide in the United 
States—for every lethal shooting in defense of life or property—guns 
are used to commit 34 murders and 78 suicides, and are the cause of 
two accidental deaths.”246 What they neglect to emphasize is that 
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[R]ampage killings are not the typical face of gun violence in 
America. Each day, some 30 people are victims of gun homicides, slain 
by rival gang members, drug dealers, trigger-happy robbers, drunken 
men after bar fights, frenzied family members or abusive partners. An 
additional 40 people a day kill themselves with guns.247 
What they neglect to emphasize is that while guns may be used 
for defense, that only 4 percent of gun violence is related to defensive 
firearm use.248 Gun lobbyists deemphasize statistics which show that 
more guns will lead to more deaths and overemphasize the stories of 
defensive firearm use that are, in reality, few and far between.249 The 
answer to gun violence in the United States, therefore, cannot be that 
America needs more “good guys with guns.” 
While there is no simple answer to curbing gun violence, the 
United States must begin by acknowledging that gun-related death 
and injuries disproportionately affect Black Americans. By centering 
Black communities, race-conscious gun laws will not only address 
firearm violence, but also the impact of gun violence on Black 
communities, such as post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, poor 
academic performance, and substance abuse.250 Further, race-
conscious gun safety laws will reveal that the effect of gun violence 
contributes to the challenging reality that poverty and violence is an 
inescapable reality for Black Americans.251 
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